
 

 

 

Student Consultative Committee Meeting Minutes  

19th Jan, 2021  

Zoom: 7 pm  

https://une-au.zoom.us/j/83799035666?pwd=NlpNVjhDTzdYQk4zNGRMVE5Ud29PUT09  
Meeting ID: 837 9903 5666  

Password: 703199 

 

In attendance:  

Caity Allen, Cordel Murphy, Sarah Bowers, Alicia Zikan, Ruby Canning, Zoe Elleyn, Emma                                                                                                                        

 

Agenda item  Assigned  

1. Acknowledgement of Country  Emma  

 

2. 2021 Update  
 
It was noted that the SCC Newsletter is still in development, and it was 
proposed to make it a more substantial magazine production, it would be 
helpful to have 2 editions each trimester. One at the beginning, and another 
smaller one close to the end with reminders for exams. Ruby expressed it has 
been hard to have input from colleges currently.  
 
It was raised that the SCC needed more reach, and that sponsored posts 
would be helpful.  
 
A meeting needs to be arranged with A&I and Welfare with the SCC sub-
committee to continue the feedback and review function of the SCC.  
 
Ryan will provide further information to the SCC regarding policy renewal. 
Changes in structure have meant that this process is being re-shaped, 
however already reviewed pieces of policy are now already in effect, or will 
be from T1 2021.  
 
Action items:  
 

• Cordel to be granted access to SCC website  

• Emma to contact Heads of College regarding newsletter  

• Sarah to touch base with Clubs and Societies for a listing, and request 
information on any scholarships offered through UNELife  

• Alicia to follow up on sponsored posts and advertisement for the SCC 
 

All 

  

https://une-au.zoom.us/j/83799035666?pwd=NlpNVjhDTzdYQk4zNGRMVE5Ud29PUT09


3. Committee positions  
 
The floor was opened to all SCC representatives to suggest altered or new 
positions for the late 2021 committee elections. It was noted that a new 
positions covering disability, access, student welfare and inclusion is needed. 
A name that best encompasses this needs to be considered further.  
 
It was also noted that currently the position that Sarah held as SCC 
Administration officer is as of yet not covered. Therefore there is room for 
further volunteer roles that act in secretary capacity, organising meetings ect. 
Please express interest to sccadmin@une.edu.au  
 
 
Action items:  

• All representatives to consider committee positions and provide 
feedback where relevant.  

• Alicia to confirm with UNE Governance that the SCC will run across 
financial year  

 
 

Sarah  

4. Teaching and Learning Draft  
 
Alicia noted that the Teaching and Learning draft had been uploaded onto 
Teams, and feedback on this is sought.  
Steve Warburton is looking for concrete suggestions and robust feedback to 
improve this from the student perspective.  
He will also be invited next meeting to discuss this further.  
 

Alicia  

5. Student Survey  
.  

The working Group for SSAF has convened, and will table 
discussion of the SCC student survey and terms of reference for 
the next meeting for approval. This has been delayed thus far 
due to time for change taking precedence for staff.  
 
 

6. Student forums  
 
Action items:  

• Alicia to provide new UNE structure  

• SCC representatives to assess this, and forumate invitee list for 
forums as well as draft invitation and blurb (Heads of school, Deans 
and Deputy Vice Chancellor)  

  

Emma 

7. SCC Social  
 
It was discussed that the Social Sub-Committee should finalise activities for 
T1 in the next month. A date was suggested of mid march for a Quiz night. 
Advertisement is a key goal for this.  
 
Action item:  

 

mailto:sccadmin@une.edu.au


• Sarah to confirm if the SCC is in the Orientation program.  

Next Meeting:  
TBA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


